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I N the original Yukawa formulation of meson theory, the r meson (as we now believe Yukawa's particle to 
be) was to provide a natural explanation for fJ decay. 
The process r - e+ ii was regarded as an elementary 
interaction and nuclear fJ decay was imagined to proceed 
by the route n - p+r - µ+e+ ii. There are a variety 
of reasons why this scheme fails. Just the opposite point 
of view is now generally adopted, namely, that the 
nuclear {3 decay is fundamental and that the observed 
decay of the r meson is to be explained in terms of it. 
We do not exclude the possibility that {3 decay be 
described in terms of an as yet unknown heavy inter-
mediate. Nevertheless, the nuclear {3 decay is to be 
regarded as essentially primary. In order to describe the 
actual dominant r-meson decay mode r- µ+ii it is 
necessary to assume the existence of another {3 decay 
like process, µ-meson capture. The elementary process 
may be described as µ+p- n+v, or equally well as 
n+p - µ+ii; the first is the experimentally observed 
µ-meson absorption reaction, whereas, the second, the 
annihilation of a neutron and an antiproton, plays an 
important role in r-meson decay. 
Since this is a conference on weak interactions, I shall 
not be able to say that one of the r mesons, the neutral 
one, decays into two gamma rays; electromagnetic 
interactions are too strong to be mentioned [ Further-
more, I will not be able to point out that a theory of the 
r 0 decay can be given which is very similar to what we 
describe for charged pions. 
During the past year or two the field of weak inter-
actions has become a surprisingly orderly one. The two-
component theory of the neutrino, as well as the prin-
ciple of lepton conservation now both seem to be well 
established. Both nuclear {3 decay and µ-meson decay 
seem to be describable in terms of a vector ( V) and 
axial vector (A) coupling. This statement has to be 
qualified somewhat in the case of nuclear {3 decay. There 
is the additional fact that in both {3 decay andµ decay 
the vector coupling constants are almost identical. 
Rather less is known of the coupling types for the 
µ-meson capture reaction, but the dominant couplings 
seem to have about the same strength as in {3 decay. 
This is discussed by Primakoff. We tentatively assume 
that the apparently universal (V,A) interaction extends 
also to this Fermi process. 
Precisely what do we mean by a universal interaction? 
This can mean only that the basic interaction Lagrangian 
contains only these two coupling types. Given this basic 
definition let us see whether there is anything surprising 
in the observed decays. First, in µ decay the V and A 
couplings are forced to be equal if we adopt the two 
component neutrino theory. In {3 decay, gA = 1.25 gv, 
which need not be disturbing. The amazing thing is, 
with {3 decay and µ capture involving strongly inter-
acting particles and µ decay involving only weakly 
interacting ones, that there is any kind of universality 
whatsoever. One would expect the existence of pions and 
other strongly interacting particles to modify greatly 
the effective matrix element for transitions between 
physical nucleons as compared to the µ-decay process. 
Insofar as the vector coupling is concerned, Gerstein 
and Zel'dorich and Feynman and Gell-Mann have made 
a very attractive suggestion: They propose that there 
may be a principle analogous to gauge invariance in 
electrodynamics which would insure that the vector 
coupling constant in {3 decay be the same even when the 
strong interactions are turned on. Recall that as a 
result of current conservation, or, if you prefer, gauge 
invariance, the charge of a bare and physical proton is 
the same. In order to achieve this goal the {3 decay 
"vector current density" gvi/r(µl/I [1/1 is a nucleon field 
operator] must be augmented by terms which ulti-
mately couple leptons directly to pions, etc., and such 
that the total "current density" jµV satisfies ojµV /OXµ. 
The difference between vector and axial vector couplings 
in {3 decay is attributed to renormalization of the axial 
vector interaction. 
One troublesome point in connection with this pro-
posal has been raised by Wightman, Telegdi, and 
Michel. When one computes the electromagnetic radi-
ative corrections forµ decay and {3 decay, one finds that 
to lowest order in all couplings not a finite correction for 
µ decay, but a logarithmic divergence in {3 decay. One 
may argue that if the nucleons are "dressed" properly 
and the radiative corrections are then computed (some-
thing no one knows how to do exactly) the result will be 
convergent. Nevertheless, it is not clear why, even if the 
{3-decay effect is made finite, the two radiatively-
corrected vector coupling constants should continue to 
be equal. 
Let us discuss in a systematic way the role of strong 
interactions in Fermi processes. The work to be re-
viewed was carried out by Treiman and me and has 
been, for the most part, published elsewhere. I apologize 
for this, but in order to talk about something new, I 
would have to make an obviously wrong new theory-
the correct one already having been given. 
We suppose that {3 decay andµ capture are described 
by the Lagrangian density, 
£1= Z2J A1{;.(l-75)i'YA"Y61/11 (1/lni"fA'Y51/I p) 
+Z2fv{t.(l-75)'YA1/;1( {Jn'YA1/I p) 
+Hermitian conjugate, (1) 
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where f A and fv are the unrenormalized coupling con-
stants, and Z2 is the nucleon wave-function renor-
malization constant. The y/s are field operators associ-
ated with the particles indicated by the subscripts; l 
stands for either an electron or aµ. meson. There may be 
other interactions of leptons. Among these are the 
direct pion couplings of Feynman and Gell-Mann, or 
perhaps couplings to baryons other than nucleons. For 
the time being we do not consider such possibilities. We 
consider the processes (e,µ.)+p-+ n+11. To lowest order 
in the weak interaction, the matrix element computed 
from (1) is given by 
S= i(2w')4l>(n+p.~ p-p,)M, (2) 
where n, p,, p, p1 are the four-momenta of the neutron, 
neutrino proton, and electron (orµ. meson), and 
M =u,(l-'Yo)i'Y>.'You1(nlP>.I p) 
+a.(l-'Yah>.u1(nj V>.IP) (3) 
In) and Ip) represent physical neutron and proton states 
and 
P>.=Z2fA/!1.i'Y>.'Y&1/tp, V>.=Z2fv/l.m"1p· (4) 
The lepton spinors have been normalized according to 
Uz'Y4U1=U,'Y4U.= 1. 
In the Feynman-Gell-Mann theory, V>. would have 
additional terms. We do not use the explicit forms of v,. 
andP,.. 
The general forms of the matrix elements of P>., V >. 
required for Eq. (3) may be deduced from invariance 
principles; and they are 
(nl p,_ Ip)= { m2 }'u(n){ah>.'Ya-b(p-nh'Y&}u(p), (5) 
no Po 
(nl V,.I P)= ( m2 )'a(n){C'Y,.-du,.,.(p-n),.}u(p). 
no Po 
(6) 
In these formulas, m is the nucleon mass, and the 
spinors are normalized according to uu= 1. The fact 
that only the momentum combination p- n appears 
above is a consequence of charge symmetry and time 
reversal invariance in the strong interactions. Finally, 
the coefficients a, b, c, and dare functions of (n-p) 2, the 
momentum transfer squared. 
Substituting these matrix elements in Eq. (3) and 
using the Dirac equation for the leptons we find for M 
the result 
M= ( m2 )'tau.(1-'Y&)i'Y.'Yr.UiU,.i'Y,.'Yr.Up 
Pono 
+m1bU.(1-'YahaUzU,.'Yau11+cu,(1-'Yah>.UzU,.'Y>.Up 
+du,(1-'Y&)'Y,.(p,-p,),.u,U,.u>.,.up}. 
The first and third terms are in the form of the usual 
axial vector and vector interactions. The functions 
a[(n-p)2] and c[(n-p)2] are, for zero value of the 
momentum transfer, simply the coupling constants KA 
and Kv of {3 decay. Inµ. capture (n-p)2"-'m,,2 but a and c 
do not deviate much from KA and Kv over such an inter-
val. The second term has the form of a conventional 
pseudoscalar interaction with an effective coupling 
constant m1b. Barring strong dependence of b on mo-
mentum transfer, this term is relatively much less im-
portant in {3 decay than in µ. capture. The last term is 
identical with what has been called weak magnetism by 
Gell-Mann and is present whether or not the conserved 
vector current of Feynman and Gell-Mann is assumed. 
The magnitude of d depends critically, however, on this 
assumption. 
This is as far as one can go on more or less general 
grounds. What we have done is to study the four 
functions a, b, c, and d by dispersion techniques. It is not 
practical to discuss this investigation in detail, so we 
outline the elements that go into such a treatment and 
quote the relevant results. We wish to represent the 
functions in the following form : 
~ J'° Ima( - ~') a(~)=KA-- d~'----
11" (3mrl' ~1 (~'+~-iE) 7 
1 i'° Imb(-~') b(~)=- dr "-'+ . , 
1r m .. • <,; ~-f,E 
~ J'° Imc( - ~') c(~)=g-- ar . , 
7r (llm .. )' ~1 (~'+~-iE) 
1 f'° Imd(-r) d(~)=- d~' . 
1r (2m.-)• ~'+~-iE 
We have written the dispersion relations explicitly in 
such a way that a(O) = gA, c(O) = gv and make essen-
tially no effort to relate the renormalized coupling con-
stants KA, Kv to the unrenormalizedonesappearing in the 
original Lagrangian. The quantities Ima, etc., represent 
the imaginary parts of the various amplitudes (which 
are real for positive arguments) and these may be ex-
pressed in terms of the amplitudes for certain real 
physical processes. 
Consider first the vertex (n IP>. Ip); it is slightly more 
convenient to study (0 IP>. I np,in) which is related to our 
other amplitude according to 
where V,; is a negative energy spinor and a is now a func-
tion of (p+n)2• This matrix element may be imagined as 
describing the annihilation of a proton-antineutron pair 
to produce leptons via the interaction P>.. The depend-
ence on the lepton variables may be factored out so that 
they no longer appear explicitly. The sort of things that 
can contribute to this matrix element are shown in Fig. 1. 
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FIG. 1. The structure of the pseudoscalar matrix element 
(O IP>. I np) is pictured: The first "term" is effectively the bare 
interaction, the second shows a virtual transition to a ,,. meson 
which decays into leptons, the third shows the reaction passing 
through a three pion state, and finally we have nucleon-antinucleon 
scattering followed by lepton emission. 
The first element is essentially the bare interaction; in 
the second the pair annihilates to form a pion which 
then undergoes 7r-µ decay; the third diagram shows the 
pair annihilating into three pions, which ultimately 
combine to yield the lepton pair; the fourth diagram 
shows the pair undergoing a scattering interaction be-
fore annihilating to produce the leptons by the very 
matrix element we are studying. We are, thus, generat-
ing an integral equation. Needless to say, there are an 
infinite number of diagrams which we have not shown; 
we cannot even compute all of the ones we have. The 
intermediate state involving three pions is too hard for 
us to handle, but the remaining three are manageable 
and the integral equati'on for a and b can be easily 
solved. 
The resulting solutions involve the 3P 1 and 1S0 com-
plex phase shifts for proton-antineutron scattering, the 
renormalized strong pion-nucleon coupling constant 
(G), the renormalized /j-constant [gA=a(O)] and the 
experimental 7r ~ µ+ v lifetime. The latter enters via 
the one pion intermediate state which contributes only 
to the effective pseudoscalar interaction b. We find 
aW=gA exp{-i (.<i dy q,1(y) } 
7r J4m 2 y(y+~-ie) ' 
~ r ~ V'l.GF(-m,,2) 
a--b= KA+--------
2m ~+m,..2 2m 
Xexp -- d l l m,..2 i"' q,0(y) ] 
7r 4m2 y(y-m.,2) I 
Xexp{-i f"' d <Po(y) J 
7r 4m• y(y+~-ie)f' 
where F(-mir2) may be related to the 11"-µ lifetime; q,0 
and 4'1 are related to the 1So and 3P1 phase shifts oo, o1 
according to 
Ree;• sino 
tanq, 
1- Ime;• sino 
~e .find, using the experimental value of the 7r-µ 
hfet1me, F= -0.115 (V'1.GmgA/2r). Using this value and 
neglecting the contributions from theproton-antineutron 
scattering (i.e., set </Jo=</J1=0) we find "gp"=m,.b(m,.2) 
,,,. 8gA as the effective pseudoscalar coupling constant 
that would be effective inµ capture. The deviations of 
a from the value at ~=0 are of order m,.2/m2 ; of course, 
the three pion intermediate state could cause slightly 
larger corrections but one would expect that for fj decay 
or µ capture the leading terms 
V'l.GF(-m .. 2) 
b,,,. ~+m .. 2 ' 
are certainly adequate. In 7r decay, one needs a and b 
for values of - ~> 4m2 in which case the neglect of the 
many less massive states (such as 3, S · · · pions) could 
be much more serious. It is our feeling that since the 
leptons are coupled directly only to the nucleon pairs 
(or perhaps more generally to other baryon pairs) that 
such pair states are more important than the lighter pion 
states. 
The effective vector interaction matrix element may 
be analyzed in a manner quite similar to our treatment 
of (0 IP>. I np,in). We do not go into the analysis in much 
detail since the vector interaction plays no role in 7r 
decay. The matrix element (0 I V >.I np,in) is identical in 
form to that encountered in the study of the electro-
magnetic structure of nucleons. If we follow Feynman 
and Gell-Mann we see that this parallel is essentially 
exact. As in the electromagnetic problem, the two-pion 
intermediate state is expected to play a dominant role 
for the relatively small values of (n+p)2 namely about 
2 d. ' ' m,. encountere m µ capture. In order to evaluate the 
two-pion contribution, we must know the matrix ele-
ment for pair annihilation into two pions (even when 
the total energy extends into the unphysical region of 
total energy W, 4m2> W2>4µ2) and also that for the 
pions to annihilate into a lepton pair. The latter process 
may also be analyzed by dispersion methods and we 
have done so in a rather crude fashion. For its evaluation 
one requires the matrix element for production of a 
proton-antineutron pair by -two pions; the pair then 
ann~hilates via the original matrix element (0 IV>. I np,in) 
(strictly speaking, there is a two pion intermediate state 
also which we neglect). We approximated all the matrix 
elements encountered in the problem by lowest order 
perturbation theory and found 
[ 4j2 ~1 c(~) = gv 1 +- -(0.24)- , 
97r 47r mr2 
gv 16 f2[ 0.12 ~ ] d(~)=l.7-X-- 1---, 
2m 37r 471" 6 m.,2 
where f2/47r=0.08 is the effective pseudovector coupling 
constant of pion physics. 
Adopting the Feynman-Gell-Mann theory, then, at 
least as far as the static terms (i.e., ~=0) are concerned, 
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Fm. 2. Dispersion theoretic diagrams for 11' decay. The first 
shows a transition to an intermediate sta.te with three pions, which 
we neglect; the second shows the usually contemplated transition 
through a nucleon-antinucleon pair. 
the calculation can be carried out exactly. In their 
theory there is a complete analogy with the electro-
magnetic problem (except for slight numerical isotopic 
spin factors) so that we have without calculation, 
c(O)=gv, 
d(O) = (µp-µN)gv/2m, 
where µp, µN are the anomalous moments of proton and 
neutron in units of nucleon magnetons. Thus there is a 
clear-cut difference between the prediction of d(O) made 
by the Feynman-Gell-Mann theory and the con-
ventional theory: The value of d is about fifteen times 
larger in their case, and raises it out of the undetectable 
range. 
An experiment to test the correctness of the Feynman 
-Gell-Mann proposal for conserved vector currents has 
been proposed by Gell-Mann. It is possible that the 
magnetic moment term, d, as well as the induced 
pseudoscalar interaction, b, may be detectable in certain 
µ-capture effects as discussed by Primakoff. 
We turn now to a discussion of the decay of the 7r 
meson. It is some relief to be able to say that only the 
mode 11"- - µ-+ii need be discussed. The correct 
branching ratio for the channel 11"- - e-+ ii presumably 
then follows from our basic Lagrangian containing only 
vector and axial vector couplings. It is easy to see that 
the axial vector coupling alone plays any role in 7r 
decay. The leptons are assumed to emerge from a point 
(in the sense of an arbitrary Feynman diagram); hence 
there is only one momentum vector in the problem, say 
that of the pion, p.,,.. The pion is presumably a pseudo-
scalar and thus it is impossible to construct anything 
other than a pseudoscalar or a pseudovector to be 
coupled to the leptons. Formally, the S-matrix element 
for the transition is proportional to A where 
A=u(p,.)il'A1'5(1 +1'5)u(p.)(O I PA 111"> 
+a(p,.hA(1+,,5)u(p.)(O/ VAl1r> 
and the second term vanishes if one assumes parity is 
conserved in the strong interactions. 
We concentrate attention, therefore, on (0 /PA/ 11-) 
which we write as 
We can easily show that F(p,,2) satisfies a dispersion 
relation of the form 
1 f ImF(-~') F(~)=- dt'-1---.-, 
'If. ~ +~-i~ 
and our task is to express lmF in terms of calculable 
quantities. Analyzing the structure of the intermediate 
states which can contribute, we find the first few 
(judging them in terms of increasing rest mass) are as 
shown in Fig. 2. 
The first diagram shows the uncomputable transi-
tion from one to three pions which ultimately combine 
to yield the leptons. There should then come states 
with 5, 7, · · ·pions, perhaps followed by zero strangeness 
states involving K mesons and pions. Finally, one comes 
to the neutron-antiproton state. There are three reasons 
for concentrating attention on this state: (1) it is the 
one conventionally envisaged in a qualitative discussion 
of 11"-decay; (2) the leptons are directly coupled to 
nucleons, hence, such states might be expected to be of 
great importance; and (3) we can do quite a reasonable 
job of evaluating its contribution (and cannot calculate 
any of the others). 
The individual pieces of our diagram are also treated 
by dispersion methods. We have already discussed the 
weak vertex in detail and so we now concentrate on the 
strong one, describing the virtual dissociation of the 
pion into a neutron-antiproton pair. In Fig. 3 the first 
diagram shows the "bare" interaction, the second, a 
three-pion state which by this time we neglect quite 
automatically, and, finally, the one we retain, namely, 
that involving a neutron-antiproton pair. This pair (in 
the rest system of the pion) is in a 1S 0 state (isotopic 
triplet) and to the indicated approximation can be 
characterized by a complex phase shift, ~0 • 
For this vertex function, K(~), say, one finds 
K(~)=v'2Gexp --- d~' l { ~+m,,2 Loo <Po(~') 
7r 4m 2 (~'-m.-2)(~'+~-iE) f' 
where f/>o is the same function introduced in connection 
with our previous discussion of a- ~b/2m, the quantity 
arising from the weak vertex. Putting our dispersion 
pictures together, we find for lmF(~), neglecting small 
terms "'m.-2/m2, 
v'2G[ v'2GF(-m,,2)~] [~+4m2Jt lmF(~)=-- mgA+ X -- HW 
411" ~+m .. 2 ~ 
(for -~>4m2, =0 otherwise), 
where HW is given by 
{ 2(~+m,,2) i"' ¢0 (~') H(~)=exp - P d~' 
7r 4m' (~1 -m,.2)(e+~)}. 
FIG. 3. Dispersion theoretic diagrams for the strong pion-
nucleon vertex. The first ~me is the direct interaction, the second 
the uncomputable three pion state and finally the important state 
the one involving a nucleon-antinucleon pair. ' 
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and P means the principal value of the integral is to be 
taken at the singularity e = - ~. H is thus, aside from a 
factor, IK(~)l2. On substituting ImF(~) into the dis-
persion relation for F, we find (neglecting m .. 2/m2) 
where J is given by 
1 J.00 (t-4m2)i 
f=- d H(-~). 
1r 4m.' ~t 
If there were couplings to other baryon pairs (beside pn) 
we would have 
2: GJ; 
m ; 
F(O) = --V'lgA , 
47r 1+(1/47r)2:; G;21; 
where the G; are the strong coupling constants and the 
f; are computed from H; derived from the various ef>o/s. 
If we disregard the denominator and set the function 
H equal to unity, we get the familiar logarithmically-
divergent result of perturbation theory. It has been 
conventional to say that if one puts the logarithm thus 
obtained equal to unity and computes the lifetime, the 
value of about sixty times the experimental one, which 
is found, is qualitative support for the correctness of the 
basic picture of 1r decay. The computation of the ?r-deca y 
lifetime is really impossible for a person who believes 
seriously in the renormalization program based on 
perturbation theory. The 1r lifetime is a primitively 
divergent quantity whose presence must be accounted 
for by the existence of a so-called counter term which 
evidently then serves to remove the divergence and put 
in the observed decay rate by hand. One must prescribe 
the renormalized value of this divergent quantity. We 
obviously do not subscribe to this philosophy. Our 
feeling is that the function H(~) plays a critical role and 
that the perturbation theoretical indications are 
irrelevant. 
We obviously do not know enough about the complex 
1So phase shift for neutron-antiproton scattering to 
make a real quantitative study of J. What we have 
done, therefore, is to make a few simple models which 
have reasonable low energy behavior, and hope that 
they are not too insane at high energies. The reason that 
this may not be too unrealistic a procedure is that, 
provided only H(~) -o however weakly for large~' the 
integral J exists. Furthermore, since it occurs in the 
denominator, multiplied by G2/47r~ 15, we see that if 
J~ 1/15 the J term dominates the denominator; neg-
lecting the unity, then, J cancels out. This is a kind of 
strong coupling limit leading to F(O) inversely pro-
portional to G, instead of proportional to it, as would be 
given in weak coupling. In the case of several types of 
baryon loops there would evidently be a kind of mean 
value of 1/G defined by 2: G;l;/L Gl h In the global 
symmetry strong coupling limit (G;=G) the earlier 
result continues to hold. 
The models treated take for oo the representation 
tanoo=k(a+ib), k=[(~/4)-m2]!, 
which leads to 
tanc/>o= ka/ (1 +kb), 
and we define oo(k=O) =0. Various limiting cases of this 
expression have been studied (a»b, b»a) and in every 
case we find J~0.7. In a very unphysical case, namely, 
that of no absorption, b=O, all integrals may be 
evaluated analytically, and we find 
2 ma+l 
J =---{ 1- (m2a2-1)-l tan-1(m2a2 - l)l}, 
1r ma-1 
for the not unreasonable value of ma~ 3 we find J = 0. 7. 
Finally, making our strong coupling approximation, 
we obtain 
F(O)= -(V'lGmgA/r)[0.11], 
using G2/47r= 15. This is to be compared with the 
experimental value given earlier, namely, 
F(O) = - (Y!GmgA/r)[0.115]. 
The agreement is rather impressive. It would be nice to 
hope that the neglect of all of the millions of states 
which we have made is contained in the 5% discrepancy. 
We are not quite so optimistic, but it is our feeling that 
the most important elements of the ?r-decay problem 
have been taken into account, and that a reasonable 
quantitative understanding of the process has been 
obtained. 
